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Abstract
Microtargeting efforts practiced by political parties detennine what kind of information sent by what
type of messengers should be sent to constituents to increase their likelihood of voting or donating.
A similar perspective is used in regard to higher education institutions' marketing tactics. The college
experience is malleable and different for each person. Universities are interested in recruiting
students. Therefore, the way they recruit students should also be shape-shifters to better match the
desired characteristics a prospective student wants out of a school. Microtargeting in university
marketing campaigns can allow institutions to distribute recruitment materials at a higher level of
lifestyle compatibility to make their school more desirable. This study uses a fictional school, Fraser
University, to test positive feelings toward manipulations of three types of university postcards.
Positive affinities toward postcard manipulations were measured through self-reported Skill and
Need survey responses. In this research, subgroups show different levels of positive feelings toward
image and verbiage postcard manipulations. This study provides an existence proof that targeting
appeals can have differing impact upon different segments of the population, suggesting that
microtargeting has the potential for improved efforts in college recruiting.
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Developing Microtargeting in
University Marketing
Campaigns: Fraser University
Principal Investigator:
Kerri A. Musick, Eastern Michigan University
Supervising Instructor:
Dr. Jeffrey L. Bernstein, Eastern Michigan University
My first encounter with microtargeting was in my Freshman Political Analysis course at Eastern
Michigan University. 1 We completed a case study with the Honors College to measure diversity. We
were charged with formulating recommendations to increase minority student enrollment in the
Honors College. These efforts were completed through Diversity Honors Fellows and rebranding.
My network with the Office of Admissions and being part of the case study enabled me to initiate
one of the recommended recruiting efforts, Honors College Tours.
As a tour guide, it was difficult giving a tour to very different families. Each person has different
needs that are met through different services. It was challenging to sell the school to one family
without over or underselling the institution to the other. Honors College Tours provide a space for
high-achieving students to get information that is most relevant to them. This, in a small way, was a
step into microtargeting. A population was targeted to receive different messages through different
means than the regular tour guest. The Honors College Tour continues to run at Eastern. During
the 2013-2014 recruiting season the Honors College Tour yield rate was 59% compared the 53%
yield rate of the normal Campus Tour. 2
The summer of 2014 I interned with the Associate Vice President of Enrollment Management at
Eastern, Kevin Kucera. I had the privilege of attending a publication meeting with the university's
graphic designer and other key players from Admissions and Marketing. There was handful of
mock-up publications displayed. One publication featured four students. No student shared the
same racial profile. We left the meeting selecting a different direction because the other publication
looked too intentional, like we were checking off the diversity "to-do" list.
This past Fall I went through over SO schools searching for the right graduate school. I spent hours
looking through program credentials, cohort models, internship experiences, financial support, etc.

Abad, Andrew, et al. "Diversity in the Honors College: Achievements, Shortcomings, and A Way
Forward." Report presented to the Honors College, Eastern Michigan University. December 2011.
2 Celia Murkowski (Assistant Director of Admissions Welcome Center, Eastern Michigan
University) in discussion with the principal investigator, April1, 2015.
1
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It began to blur together - all the schools looked the same. I knew which program belonged to what
school more by website layout than the name of the university.

A combination of these experiences sparked my interest on how administrators decide what
information, messages, and nuances they try to relay to prospective students. If a school knew the
type of information and program features I was looking for based on my previous interactions with
the school, I would view that school more favorably than the one I had to exert more effort to
understand.
Targeted marketing it not a new phenomenon. Technology has advanced to make phones, scales,
pedometers, televisions, white boards, and glasses to be "smart". Political Scientist adapted targeted
marketing from the private sector. In the private sector, companies analyze consumption patterns to
determine how to best market to them. For example, purchasing a certain type of toothpaste may
have a relationship with the type of breakfast cereal a person buys. Facebook advertisements are
directed toward my specific interests. Amazon suggests other products I would be interested in
buying. These pieces of technology know what I will likely want before I know I want it. In
campaigns, a person's political footprint sends messages to campaign managers on what issues are
important to the voter. In this research I aim to take the first baby steps of adapting political
microtargeting utilized in campaigns to higher education infrastructure.

Literature Review
Microtargeting is described in Sasha Issenberg's 2012 book Victory Lab as an "information arms
race". 3 It began in the political sphere in the 1970s as social science survey taking. Campaigners
already had access to public records of voters like name, how long they had been registered, and
which elections they voted in. 4 Results from elections allowed them to deduce what the likely
political ideology was of the precinct. Then Census data on race, age, ethnicity, and family type was
added to the mix. 5 The process added quantifiable statistical accountability to a field (political
campaigns) previously championed by anecdotes and appealing to the masses.
In the late 1980s Hal Malcow, a political consultant, launched the November Group to specialize in
persuasion. The November Group helped define mail vendors as a central component of the
campaign process. He described the inspiration of the group, "Those who succeed will need the eye
of the artist, the words of a poet, and the elegant equations of a mathematician."6 Instead of
emulating other political consultants he looked to commercial marketers.
He was introduced to Chi-Square Automatic Interaction Detector (CHAID), a statistical technique
used to find relationships between many variables at once. 7 CHAID enabled him to identify pockets
of voters broken down by demographics. Pollsters focused efforts on understanding the public
mind. Then, public opinion responses could be broken down into demographic blocs8 . Combining

Issenberg, Sasha, The Victory Lab (New York: Crown Publishing Group, 2012), 5.
Issenberg, The Victory Lab, 41.
5 Issenberg, The Victory Lab, 42.
6 Issenberg, The Victory Lab, 54.
7 Issenberg, The Victory Lab, 55.
8 Issenberg, The Victory Lab, 58
3
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CHAID and pollsters' findings allowed consultants to customize political message based on their
audience's perceived preferences. For example, low education levels indicate a "low-information"
voter. They do not follow politics and instead jump into the races on Election Day. 9 Direct mailers
sent to their addresses would include fast facts instead of in-depth information.
Efficient micro targeting is based on a few important steps. First, the needs of the population need to
be determined. This process is done through market research. Next, a product must be designed to
meet the needs of the population. Finally, the product must be presented to the population.10
Measuring the yield rates, how many times a product was bought by the targeted population, how
much money was donated to a candidate, or what advertisement was clicked on, determines if the
marketing hit the target.
Investing in market research is expensive. Helping Americans select their leaders has grown to an
annual $6 billion industry.U Like political campaigns, higher education marketing campaigns relies
heavily on direct mailing even though the leaflets and brochures often find their way to the trash.
Both industries also invest heavily in swaying a prospective voter/student. Noel-Levitz, an acclaimed
emollment management education consulting f:tnn, reports that the average four-year public
institution's median price spent on recruiting a single undergraduate student in 2013 was $457. 12 The
same year, approximately 1,977,000 first year students entered college. 13 These figures estimate the
college recruiting business to be worth about $900 million dollars -without consideration of
transfer or graduate students.
Between 1990 and 2013 the amount of people between 25 and 29 years old in the United States that
completed a Bachelor's degree increased from 23% to 34%.14 These figures change with
consideration to gender, age, and race, but demonstrate an overall increase in the amount of people
pursuing post-secondary education in the United States.There are more people in the marketplace
for higher education. Universities and colleges have more to gain - and lose.
Mitchell Stevens spent 18 months as a participant and observer in Admissions of a selective liberal
arts college. He observed how Americans place high value on the appraisal of people as individuals.
At the same time, Americans place a lot of faith on universal standards and evaluations. 15
Microtargeting meets somewhere in the middle. It gives individual information about a larger entity
without playing favorites.

Issenberg, The Victory Lab, 61
Barbu, Oana, "Advertising, Microtargeting and Social Media," Procedia- Social and Behavioral Sciences
163(2014), 47.
11 Issenberg, The Victory Lab, 4.
12 Noel-Levitz, "2013 Cost of recruiting and undergraduate student: Benchmarks for four-year and
two-year institutions," (Coralville, Iowa: Author, 2013).
13 Bureau of Labor Statistics, "College emollment and World Activity of 2013 High School
Graduates," 2013. Retrieved from http:/ /www.bls.gov/news.release/hsgec.mO.htm
14 Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2013.
15 Stevens, Mitchell L, Creating a Class: College Admissions and the Education of Elites (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press), 8.
9

10
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The pressure is on for schools to recruit bigger, better classes. Many universities work with strategic
enrollment management to identify interested students and provide more personalized information
to help persuade applicants. They are bringing students to the campus, making phone calls, and
busing them to the school in droves. 16 However, information relayed to the students before in-person
contact was not unique to their needs. They are bombarded with information, but they receive the
same information. Targeting exists on which school districts provide the most students, but the
information given to one district is not different than another.
Stevens experienced a recruitment process that was inseparable from creating and maintaining
interpersonal relationships. Recruiters traveled for weeks at a time to meet with students and build
professional relationships with guidance counselors. Resources are limited, so time is spent where
the best rewards will be sowedY
Time resources are also limited for high school guidance counselors. The average caseload for
counselors in 2012 was 367:1. These numbers change based on type of institution. Public schools
caseloads are 386:1 versus private schools with 199:1. The numbers also increase as the percentage
of minority students increase. 18 Guidance counselors with smaller caseloads have more time and
knowledge of students to advise them on college decisions. If parents have questions about a
college, 85% of them consulted the school website while 51% contacted the counselor. 19 Since
counselor's time come at a premium, parents sought answers on their own.
The college search process is confusing. A study by College Board found that being able to find
information they needed on a college's website" was second most confusing aspect of the college
application process. The second highest suggestion for making the process easier was user-friendly
information. 20 The larger the school, the more difficult it was for them to navigate. 21
Microtargeting could be a supplement to cultivating personal relationships with an institution. Scarce
resources, from the college and high school, could be utilized further. This is especially important
for colleges and urban high schools whose resources are already stretched thin. Students and parents
could search less for information because they would have been told the information they want
before asking. This process would not replace Admissions recruiters or high school counselors, but

Church, Elizabeth, "Universities use all the tricks in the book to lure students," The Globe and Mail,March 6, 2009. Retrieved from http:/ /www.theglobeandmail.com /news/national/universities- useall-the-tricks-in-the-book-to-lure-students/ article 17940397/
17 Stevens, Creating a Class, 55.
18 CollegeBoard Advocacy & Policy Center, "The College Board 2012: National Survey of School
Counselors and Administrators," Accessed on March 30, 2015. Retrieved from
http:// media.collegeboard.com/ digitalServices/ pdf/ nosca/BarriersSupports_TechReport_Fina l.pdf
19 CollegeBoard Advocacy & Policy Center, "Complexity in College Admission".
2 CollegeBoard Advocacy & Policy Center, "Complexity in College Admission: Fact or Urban
Myth," Accessed on April 1, 2015. Retrieved from
http:// media.collegeboard.com/ digitalServices /pdf/ advocacy/ admissions21 century/ complexity-incollege-admission-report. pdf
21 CollegeBoard Advocacy & Policy Center, "Complexity in College Admission".
16
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further supplement the anxiety inducing search process for the perfect school. The College Board
reported,
Students and parents complained about the lack of transparency in the process; the
confusing nature of the application process; how difficult it was to secure good information
about college choice and how the outcomes were unpredictable and sometimes appeared to
defy logic... The [Guidance and Admission Assembly] Council was concerned that these
conditions were a potential threat to access to higher education for all students.
If a higher education institution marketed with the same, or any, amount of surprisingly relevant
information to a prospective student based on their social identifiers as Facebook or the Obama
campaign did, it would stand out from other schools. Microtargeting could de-stress the college
search process for students and institutions.

Methodology
Participants were solicited to complete an online survey through Facebook as friends and family
members of the principal investigator and supervising instructor. Participants were encouraged to
share a post on Facebook to solicit other participants. The survey platform, SurveyMonkey, limited
one response per IP address to prevent one person from submitting multiple responses.
Participants were 576 high school students, parents of high school students, college students,
parents of college students, and those who knew a college student. College Board classified these
populations as having a part in the college application process. 22 Data was collected to reflect all
parties that could have an impact on a student's decision to apply. Those who did not consent, did
not know a college student, or complete the survey were removed from the original 734 person
sample. The survey opened November 17,2014 and closed December 29,2014.
There were five versions of the survey determined by initial demographic questions. The substance
of all surveys was identical, but the question prompts were different. For example, the High School
Student survey asked "Assuming Fraser University is located in a geographically attractive location
to you, would you consider visiting?" versus the High School Parent question "Assuming Fraser
University is located in a geographically attractive to you, wouldyou encourageyour high school student to
visit?':
The survey was approximately 10-15 minutes in duration. Respondents reacted to four university
postcards for Fraser University: Apply, Visit, Financial Aid, and Honors. 23 There were manipulations
in images and/ or verbiage in each category. There were three Apply postcards, four Visit postcards,
three Financial Aid postcards, and four Honors postcards. Participants received one manipulation of
each postcard. SurveyMonkey randomly assigned manipulations to each participant.
Fraser University is a fictional university created by the principal investigator and Eastern Michigan
University Graphic Design student, Julia Lubas. Fraser University was created to test microtargeting

22
23

CollegeBoard Advocacy & Policy Center, "Complexity in College Admission".
Data was collected on an Honors postcard, but analysis is not included in this thesis.
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in higher education marketing campaigns. The study used a fictional school to manage impressions
based solely on the postcards, not name recognition.
The respondents were asked to identify what adjectives they felt described the way they felt toward
the school while viewing the postcard. The options were "affordable", "expensive",
"diverse/heterogeneous", "not diverse/homogenous", "accommodating", "unhelpful", "rigorous",
"safe", "unsafe", "prestigious", "humble", "community-driven", and "competitive". Participants
could select as many or as few adjectives as they saw appropriate. 24 There were also open-ended
questions for additional commentary to provide qualitative data.

Description ojPostcards
The Apply postcard verbiage remained constant through the postcards. The front image changed
containing different levels of diversity. The Diverse image featured a Latina woman and African
American woman talking in front of a Fall background. The Mixed Diversity image showed three
Asian women, one African American man, one Caucasian man, and one Caucasian woman walking
in a group in Fall The non-diverse photo contains a Caucasian man and Caucasian woman sitting on
a bench with using a Mac computer with a bicycle nearby in a Spring setting.25
The Visit postcard's verbiage and image changed. One verbiage variation focused on assistance and
the other on experience. The two images depicted one woman of different races: African American
and Caucasian.

Table 1. Visit Postcard Manipulations

Verbiage
Assistance

Experience

Black

Image
White

This double manipulation allowed isolation of each variable and measure of its significance. The
consistent language of the two assistance and two experience postcards allowed the importance of

24
25

Copies of the survey are available in Appendix X.
Copies of each postcard are available in Appendix X.
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racial representation to be measured. The consistent images allowed us to measure the differences in
how the differences in language were perceived.
The Financial Aid postcard's front image of an office building image remained constant throughout.
The verbiage on the back of each postcard highlight aid options commonly packaged together to
students/ families from a high income, middle income, and low income backgrounds.

Detennining Positive Reactions
The data file was collected from SurveyMonkey and statistical analysis was performed in SPSS. A
variable was created for each sub-population and each postcard to determine positive reactions. The
variable used a 0-5 scale. A 5 score indicates a participant indicated their reaction to the postcard as
"affordable", "accommodating", "safe", "prestigious", and "community-driven". A score ofO
indicates the participant did not select any of the aforementioned adjectives. Each adjective was
worth 1 point.

Detennining Subgroup Populations
Microtargeting requires data. Universities already collect information on applicants through
customer relationship management tools, financial aid, and applications. Two factors taken into
consideration to determine acceptance and scholarship eligibility are Skill and Need. For this study, I
wanted to use information universities already have. The survey asked participants to give
demographic information similar to what universities would have in terms of fmancial need and
academic skill.

Need. A two-category Need variable was created. Participants were asked to rank their/their
student's financial situation on a non-invasive, five-point scale: (1) Basic needs not met, (2) Basic
needs met with no luxuries, (3) Basic needs met with few luxuries, (4) Some luxuries, and (5) Many
luxuries.
Table 2. Respondents' Need Variable Breakdown
Type ofNeed
High Need
Low Need
Total

Number & Percentage of Participants
266,55%
218,45%
484, 100%

The High Need category included those who identified themselves as in the first three categories.
55%, or 266 respondents, were coded as High Need. The remaining 45%, those who identified
themselves in the fourth and fifth category, were coded as Low Need. Respondents who did not
answer the question were not included in the analysis.

Skill. A two-category Skill variable was created. Participants were asked to give their/their student's
GPA and ACT score. Each answer was given a coded value 1 through 5. Higher numbers indicated
higher skill.

7

GPA was asked on a five-point scale based on a 4.0 grading system: (1) 2.0 and below, (2) 2.1-2.5,
(3) 2.6-3.0, (4) 3.1-3.5, and (5) 3.6-4.0. Participants were awarded 1 point for 2.0 and below, 2 points
for 2.1-2.5, etc.
ACT was asked on the survey in a seven-point scale: (1) 0-14, (2) 15-17, (3) 18-20, (4) 21-23, (5) 2426, (6) 27-29, and (7) 30 and above. The seven-point scale was converted to a five-point code to
match the Need and GPA scale. Participants were awards 1 point for 0-14, 1.67 points for 15-17,
2.33 points for 18-20, 3 points for 21-23, 3.67 points for 24-26, 4.33 points for 27-29, and 5 points
for 30 and above.
The skill equation weighted GPA and ACT evenly:

(CPA+ NewACT)

I2

For example, if a student had a 3.3 GPA and 24 ACT, their code would work as follows:
4 + 3.67 I 2
7.67 I 2

=3.835

Students who scored :::; 4 were coded as Low Skill. Students who scored >4 were coded as High Skill.

Table 3. Respondents' Skill Variable Breakdown
Type of Skill
High Skill
Low Skill
Total

Number & Percentage of Participants
199,41.6%
279,58.4%
478,100%

Skill and Need. After categorizing students by Skill and Need, the two categories were combined
to make four categories: Low Skill/Low Need, Low Skill/High Need, High Skill/Low Need, High
Skill/High Need.
Table 4. Need & Skill Breakdown
Skill
Low

High

Low

Low Skill
Low Need
N=110

High Skill
Low Need
N=106

High

Low Skill
High Need
N=165

High Skill
High Need
N=90

Need

.
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Survey participants that did not reply to all Skill and Need demographic questions were excluded
from this analysis. Skill and Need demographic responses are reflected in Table 4. The four
subgroups are relatively similar sample sizes.

Limitations
Before moving to data analysis, there are several limitations to the study that may affect the data's
adaptability to other circumstances.
Fraser University is a fictional university created by the principal investigator. Fraser's lack of name
recognition, undefined geographic location, and overall ambiguity may have affected participants'
responses. Fraser University was marketed as a regional university. The biases that come with
regional universities opposed to state schools may have skewed responses in favor or against the
school. Images in the postcards depicted a region of the country with a temperate climate and
seasons. Several qualitative responses indicate that distance would have been a drawback of
attending the university. Participants from parts of the country that do experience those things may
have made assumptions on geographic location.
The network of respondents was limited to individuals twice removed from the researcher. This
resulted in a non-diverse sample. 88% of students and parents and 92% of "other" respondents
identified as White/ Caucasian.
The photos used were from Eastern Michigan University's photo archive. Each postcard did not
feature the same number of students in the same season performing the same actions. Differing
levels of aesthetic appeal may have affected reactions to the publications.
University publications are sent out in a sequential timeline. Every participant received the categories
in the same pattern: Apply, Visit, Financial Aid, and then Honors College. This study did not
observe the sequence participants received manipulations. For example, the pattern of Diverse
Apply, Non-Diverse Experience, and Middle Income Financial Aid, was not taken into account. The
manipulations respondents received and the order they received them shape participants' overall
image of Fraser University.
The sample permitted a broad understanding of preferences for subgroups. A limited number of
subgroups were permitted because of the sample size. Skill and Need categories were drawn to make
four, relatively similar sized groups. For example, "Basic needs met with few luxuries" falls between
High Need and Low Need. In order to perform analysis, the group was categorized as High Need.
To rnicrotarget at a more personal level, more responses are necessary.

Analysis/Findings
Analysis will follow the same pattern postcards were shown to participants: Apply, Visit, Financial
Aid. Findings are presented from big picture to more specific findings in each subgroup.

9

Appfy
The Apply postcard was participants' first impression of Fraser University. The Apply postcard
manipulations were image based; language remained consistent.26 Each postcard received a 0-5
score. A 5 score indicates a participant indicated their reaction to the postcard as "affordable",
"accommodating", "safe", "prestigious", and "community-driven". Each adjective was worth 1
point. Table 5 reflects average scores and their significance from the entire 575 person sample.

Table 5. Apply Postcard Averages & Significance- Aggregate
Postcard Type
Diverse
Mixed Diversity
Non-Diverse

I
I

Diverse
Mixed Diversity

Average Score
1.66
1.47
1.75

Diverse

Non-Diverse

NA
.092*

.223
.004**

The Non-Diverse postcard received the highest average score, followed by Diverse, then Mixed
Diversity. To show correlation between the type of postcard and its average score, significance of
each score was found. Table 6 illustrates the significance of the relationship between two postcards.
Scores are considered statistically significant :S .05. A score below .075 demonstrates a weak
statistical relationship, albeit below conventional levels of significance.
The relationship between Diverse and Non-Diverse postcards is not significant. The amount of
positive feelings are similar. Although the average scores are different, it not worth further
investigation.
There is a significant relationship between the Non-Diverse and Mixed Diversity postcard. The
differences in average scores, 0.28, between Non-Diverse and Mixed Diversity is significant. The
scores indicate as a whole, participants felt more positive feelings toward the Non-Diverse postcard
than the Mixed Diversity postcard. Further, the relationship between Diverse and Mixed Diverse
postcards is weak, but echoes similar affinities.
In 2011 a study found the majority of institutions provided publications that overrepresented
diversity. 27 The tendency of university marketers is to depict campus in an idealistic racial/ ethnic
light instead of its reality. The University of Wisconsin doctored the cover of an admissions booklet

Copies of the Apply postcards are available in Appendix X.
Pippert, Timothy D., et al. "We've got minorities, yes we do: visual representations of racial and
ethnic diversity in college recruitment materials," Journal rfMarketingjor Higher Education 23:2 (2013),
258-282.
26

27
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in 2000 to include an African American student at a football game he never attended. 28 Higher
education institutions generally lead with mixed diversity on publications. A racially diverse campus
is an important marker of institutional prestige. A racially heterogeneous speaks to the school's
national reach and academic caliber. 29
Despite the publications intentions of depicting a heterogeneous campus, results indicated the
Mixed Diversity postcard illicit the fewest positive feelings. The open-ended commentary from the
Mixed Diversity postcard reveal wry it performed the worst:

"Diversity, seemed like itjust wanted applicants. "
(The obvious push for diversity with a picture if students that would never hang out together. "
"It's trying to look diverse and it probab!J isn't that diverse. It looks jake."
Further responses consist overwhelmingly of comments like "diverse student body", "diverse
picture", and "students from diverse backgrounds". The effort administrators have put into creating
a diverse looking campus is just that. It looks diverse, but consumers are not convinced it is diverse.
The Mixed Diversity postcard looks inorganic.

Skill and Need
More interactions with the Apply postcard emerge from a Skill and Need perspective. The type of
analysis requires some assumptions:
1) The ML'{ed Diversity postcard is not received favorably in the subgroups for the same
reasons found in the aggregate findings. The Mixed postcard performed poorly because
it did not appear authentic.
2) The Diverse postcard sends positive messages to High Need students. Poverty rates for
African Americans and Hispanics exceed the national average. In 2013,27.2% of African
Americans and 23.5% of Hispanics lived below the poverty compared to 9.6% of Whites
and 10.5% of Asians. 30 When a High Need student sees students of color on a
publication, they are likely to believe they can also rise to the occasion because they can
financially self-identify.
3) The Non-Diverse postcard sends positive messages to High Skill students. From 1990 to
2013 educational attainment beyond high school was twice as high for Whites compared
to African Americans and Hispanics. 31 When High Skill students see White students on a
postcard, they are likely to perceive the school as higher quality and more rigorous.
Prichep, Deena, "A Campus More Colorful Than Reality: Beware That College Brochure," NPR,
December 29,2013. Retrieved from http:/ /www.npr.org/2013/12/29/ 257765543/a-campus-more colorful-than-reality-beware- that-college-brochure
29 Stevens, Creating a Class, 143.
30 DeNavas-Walt, Carmen and Bernadette D. Proctor, "Income and Poverty in the United States:
2013," September 2014, U.S. Department if Commerce.
31 U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics. (2014). "The Condition
of Education 2014," (NCES 2014-083), 2014.
28
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4) High Skill students are less likely to show explicit, negative attitudes toward minority
populations. 32 Implicit attitudes may differ. A differentiation between implicit and
explicit attitudes is seen between the theoretical, low risk Apply postcard and the call to
action Visit postcard.
5) Skill and Need variables are coupled together and interact with overall positive feelings
individually and jointly. This analysis observes the coupling of both variables.

Table 6. Apply Postcard Averages by Image- Skill and Need
Skill/Need Category

Diverse

Mixed Diversity

Non-Diverse

High Skill, High Need
High Skill, Low Need
Low Skill, Low Need
Low Skill, High Need

2.00
1.70
1.53
1.64

1.33
1.45
1.45
1.64

1.97
2.06
2.00
1.51

Table 6a. Apply Postcard by Image- High Skill, High Need
Diverse

Mixed Diversi

2.00

I

I

1.33

1.97

Diverse

Non-Diverse

NA
.022**

.912
.024**

Diverse
Mixed Diversity

Non-Diverse

High Skill, High Need. This subgroup echoes similar sentiments to the aggregate findings. The
Diverse and Non-Diverse postcards scored highest with statistically significant relationships in
regard to the Mixed Diversity postcard. The High Need draws self-identification out of the group to
favor the Diversity postcard. The Non-Diverse image is also attractive to the High Skill component
of this sub-group. The two variables combined result in a preference for the Diverse or NonDiverse image versus the Nii'l:ed Diversity image. Lack of preference between the Diverse and NonDiverse image plays toward the High Skill component of low explicit racism.

Table 6b. Apply Postcard by Image- High Skill, Low Need
Diverse

Mixed Diversi

1.70

I

I

Diverse
Mixed Diversity

Non-Diverse
2.06

1.45

Diverse

Non-Diverse

NA
.387

.204
.043**

High Skill, Low Need. This subgroup has similar preferences for the Non-Diverse postcard. The
Diversity postcard does not make a splash like it has with other groups. Fondness for the Non-

Kuppens, Toon and Russell Spears, "You don't have to be well-educated to be an aversive racist,
but it helps," Social Science Research 45 (2014), 211-223.

32
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Diverse postcard fulfills both the Skill and Need variable. Skill wise, the Non-Diverse postcard
represents an academically challenging institution. 33 The Low Need part of this equation makes them
more inclined to favor the Non-Diverse postcard, too. Students of color represent a less affluent,
lower quality student body in comparison. High Skill affects the lack of a statistical relationship
between the Diverse and Non-Diverse image in this subgroup because of their tendency oflow
explicit racism.

Table 6c. Apply Postcard by Image- Low Skill, Low Need
Skill/Need Category Diverse
Low Skill, Low Need
1.53

I

I

Diverse
Mixed Diversity

Mixed Diversity
1.45
Diverse
NA
.745

Non-Diverse
2.00

Non-Diverse
.074*
.024**

Low Ski!!, Low Need. The narrative shifts gears with this subgroup. There is a notable preference
toward the Non-Diverse postcard. Thus far, the Low Skill variable has leaned in favor of the
Diverse postcard. Not only is there no preference for the Diverse postcard versus the Mixed
Diversity postcard, there is a weak statistical relationship between Diverse and Non-Diverse. This
indicates there is a preference for on!J the Non-Diverse postcard.
There are a couple things at play that makes the subgroup only partial to the Non-Diverse postcard.
The Low Skill variable leans in favor of the Diverse postcard, but also more likely to show explicit,
negative attitudes toward minority populations. 34 The lack of racial diversity of the sample size also
affects this outcome. In this coupling, the Low Skill, Low Need participant is likely upper middleclass and White. The magnitude of Skill and Need within their subgroup is not measured. How little
need a Low Need participant is, is difficult to discern.

Table 6d. Apply Postcard by Image- Low Skill, High Need
Skill/Need Category Diverse
Low Skill, High Need
1.64

I
I

Diverse
Mixed Diversity

Mixed Diversity
1.64

Diverse
NA
.981

Non-Diverse
1.51

Non-Diverse
.508
.540

Low Ski!!, High Need. This is the only group that does not show a strong preference toward any
postcard. Averages came up lukewarm with no statistically significant relationships. For this
subgroup, the joint factors work together to make college seem out of their reach.
The sample size is not large enough to show the difference in perceived rigor and prestige by Skill
and Need and postcard type.
34 Kuppens, ''You don't have to be well-educated to be an aversive racist, but it helps".
33
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The Low Skill aspect of their identity indicates their chance of having selection between multiple
institutions is less likely. The High Need part of their identity demonstrates they will have difficulty
affording school. This suggests these students may not have the ability or the means to attend a
post-secondary institution. There are two suggestions at play. 1) Since they are the least likely to
believe they can go to college, they do not seriously read into university publications. 2) These
students are also the demographic that could have the most drive to change their condition. Since
they are the most driven for the opportunity, they are more likely to read further into the publication
than just the front image. In short, this category experiences The Spectrum Effect. They range from
not caring at all or care a lot, not much in between.

Safery and Affordabzliry
Pictures speak a thousand words, but I only wanted to know about two. I was interested in how
images of differing diversity levels played into perceived safety and affordability. The Apply postcard
did not explicitly mention public safety or cost of tuition. The findings, however, indicated an
unspoken message on safety and affordability was relayed.
The survey asked respondents to check all adjectives that they felt described Fraser University based
on the postcard they received. Respondents were given a set of 13 adjectives to select. Almost each
word was met with its counterpart. For example, "Affordable" was met by "Expensive" and "Safe"
was met by "Unsafe". Participants rarely selected a negative sounding adjective. Selecting a negative
adjective was too committal for a relatively benign image. However, there is also a message behind
not selecting a positive sounding adjective. Table 7 shows the significance and how frequently
respondents' described Fraser as "Safe" and "Affordable".

Table 7. Apply Postcard Perceived Safety and Mfordability by Image
Postcard Type
Diverse
Mixed Diverse
Non-Diverse
t-test for
significance

Percenta~e Indicatin~

32.4%
37.4%
42.6%
t = -2.089
sig = 0.037**

"Safe"

Percent~_e Indicatin~

"Mfordable"
44.7%
33.7%
38.6%
t = 1.768
sig = -0.078*

t-test were run of the Non-Diverse and Mixed D1verse postcard agamst the Diverse postcard.

At-test was run between groups of people who received the Non-Diverse or Mixed Diverse versus
the Diverse image. In short, the test was run to demonstrate is there was significance between the
image of all White versus an image with any minority students. The null hypothesis is that there is
not a statistically significant relationship in the differing safety scores. In safety, there is a 3. 7%
chance the null hypothesis is true, meaning there is a 96.3% chance that the preferences will convey
similar results again. This relationship is considered a strong statistical relationship. For affordability,
there is a 7.8% the null hypothesis is true, indicating there is a 92.2% chance the preferences will
convey similar results again. This relationship is outside the conventional levels of significance (0.05
and below), but still demonstrates a relationship, although not as strong.
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The responses show Fraser is considered most safe with the Non-Diverse image. These findings
suggest the presence of any Non-White faces, not just stricdy Diverse postcard, portray a less safe
environment in comparison to the Non-Diverse image. Meanwhile, the Diverse and Mixed Diverse
postcard are most likely to be considered affordable. This suggests the presence of any Non-White
faces communicates a higher level of affordability.
These findings give university administrators a double-edged sword. To appear safer it would be
logical to use a Non-Diverse postcard. To appear more affordable it would make sense to use an
image with minority students. Instead of picking batdes, they setde in the middle with a Mixed
Diverse postcard more often than not. 35 Previous findings show the Mixed Diversity postcard is not,
on average, received as highly as the Diverse or Non-Diverse postcard. Situations like this are where
administrators decide university brand and image. It is my hope information like this will help
administrators make more informed marketing decisions.

Visit
The Visit postcard was the second image participants received in the survey. The Visit postcard
manipulations were image and language based. 36 The language was either experience or assistance
based. Experience-based language highlighted the intangibles a college experience offers like campus
aesthetics and student organizations. Assistance-based language honed in on the services the school
will provide a student to help them make the transition.
There is a different level of commitment between an Apply and Visit publication. At most a
prospective student would spend time after school working on an application and an application fee.
Applying to a school to see if you get in and what kind of aid you get is not as committal. Visiting,
however, requires more. Taking a tour involves potentially missing school, catching up on
homework, driving/ flying to the location, preparing questions for the tour, etc. There is more
action-based language involved in the Visit postcard than the Apply. Preferences surrounding
diversity began to change when there was more on the line.
Like the Apply postcard, each postcard received a score of 0-5. Each positive adjective was worth
one point. After the Apply postcard, 49 respondents quit the survey and did not receive the Visit
postcard. Table 8 reflects average scores and their significance from the entire 527 sample.
Table 8. Visit Postcard Averages & Significance- Aggregate
Postcard Type
Assistance Black
Assistance White
Experience Black
Experience White

Average Score
1.80
2.12
1.23
1.56

Pippert, et all., "We've got minorities, yes we do."
36 Copies the Visit Postcards are available in Appendix X.
35
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Experience Black
Experience White
Assistance Black

Assistance Black
.000**
.002**
NA

Assistance White
.000**
.000**
.023**

Experience Black
NA
.304
.000**

The Assistance White postcard received the high average score, followed by Assistance Black,
Experience White, and Experience Black. Significance between the postcards is illustrated in the
bottom table. All but one relationship, Experience White versus Experience Black, is statistically
significant.
The trend shows Assistance based language is preferred over Experience language. Reflecting back
on increased access to higher education, albeit not universal, prospective students have options. The
"college experience" at Fraser University does not hold much weight. To a prospective student, the
experience they will get at Fraser sounds familiar to the experiences they will get from other colleges.
This stance is echoed in the qualitative data:

"It doesn't tell me much about the campus itse!f, or the facilities it has. Those things are most!J what makes
me interested in visiting a campus. "
''It sounds like they're tryingpretry hard to sound 'cool:"
The college experience lecture is recycled language for prospective students. It is not unique and it
blurs together with every other school. Instead, students want to know how they can be successful
or what they can get out of a school. This is seen in reactions to the Assistance based postcards:

''It seems nice that their stqffhelpsyou through the process of app!Jing- sounds like a nice environment. "
'They seem to at least make themselves sound accommodating."
In 2012 high school seniors applied to four schools on average. 37 Students have options. They want
to know what kind of assistance a school can offer them over another school. Going to college, not
institution specific, will give them the "college experience". Playing the experience angle is implied
and not unique to a particular institution.
During the college search process prospective students need persuasion. It is unlikely a business
would run a commercial with the underlying message of "Come to our store, you will have a
shopping experience." That information is already assumed. A successful marketing message would
not only explain what kind of shopping experience they will have, but wry it is better than its
competitors, and what makes them better. The results in Table 8 indicate that students want to know
what a concrete things a school can give them, not an abstract experience.

Skill and Need
The difference in averages within the categories is noteworthy. The preferences are illustrated more
clearly through a Skill and Need lens.

37

CollegeBoard Advocacy & Policy Center, "Complexity in College Admission".
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Table 9. Visit Postcard Averages & Significance- Skill and Need
Skill/Need Category
High Skill,_High Need
High Skill, Low Need
Low Skill, Low Need
Low Skill, High Need

Assistance
Black
2.16
2.22
1.61
1.62

Assistance
White
2.05
1.83
2.38
2.05

Experience
Black
1.08
1.11
1.54
1.45

Experience
White
1.00
1.63
1.32
1.38

Table 9a. Visit Postcard- High Skill, High Need
Need/Skill Category
High Skill, High Need

Experience Black
Experience White
Assistance Black

Assistance
Black
2.16

Assistance
White
2.05

Assistance Black
.001**
.003**
NA

Experience
Black
1.08

Assistance White
.001 **
.002**
.666

Experience
White
1.00

Experience Black
NA
.832
.001**

High Skill, High Need. This subgroup's preferences fall in line perfecdy with assistance over
experience language. This is seen in the statistically significant relationships Assistance Black to
Experience Black (2.16 versus 1.08), Assistance Black to Experience White (2.16 versus 1.00),
Assistance White to Experience Black (2.05 versus 1.08), and Assistance White to Experience White
(2.05 versus 1.00). Across the board, Assistance based language received statistically significant
higher scores.
The relationships within their language subgroup, Assistance White to Assistance Black and
Experience White to Experience Black, are not statistically significant. This preference is reflective
of the findings in the Apply postcard where this group did not have a preference between the NonDiverse and Diverse postcard. There is a preference for assistance-based language, but no
preference in the image's diversity.
Table 9b. Visit Postcard- High Skill, Low Need
Skill/Need Category
High Skill, Low Need

Experience Black
Experience White
Assistance Black

Assistance
Black
2.22
Assistance Black
.002**
.059*
NA

Assistance
White
1.83

Experience
Black
1.11

Assistance White
.035**
.506
.210

Experience
White
1.63

Experience Black
NA
.124
.002**
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High Skill, Low Need. The averages show in favor of the assistance language. The preference for
assistance over experience is for similar reasons in the aggregate. This is seen in the statistically
significant relationships in Assistance Black to Experience Black (average scores of 2.22 versus 1.11,
respectively), Assistance Black to Experience White (2.22 versus 1.63), and Assistance White to
Experience Black relationships (1.83 versus 1.11).
The relationships within language subgroups, Assistance White to Assistance Black (1.83 versus
2.22) and Experience White to Experience Black (1.63 versus 1.11), are not statistically significant.
This preference is similar to findings in the Apply postcard where there was lack of preference
between the Diverse and Non-Diverse postcard.
The Assistance versus Experience argument does not hold true in the Assistance White to
Experience White relationship (1.83 versus 1.63). In this relationship, the differences between the
scores are not statistically significant. This means there is no notable difference between their scores.
As in the Apply postcard, images of white students send a message of a higher quality, more
rigorous institution. Unlike High Skill, High Need students, the images of diversity do not speak to
an area of financial self-identification. Instead, it plays an opposite effect of prestige and rigor.
In the Apply postcard, the High Skill part of their identity contributed to a more egalitarian
approach to diversity. In theory or low risk situations, no preference emerged because less is on the
line. In this aspect, there is a shift in the High Skill, Low Need balance more toward the Low Need
tendencies of explicit negative attitudes toward minority populations. The lack of a statistically
significant relationship between Assistance White and Experience White blurs the idealistic nature of
egalitarianism that was observed with the Apply postcard with this population.
Table 9c. Visit Postcard- Low Skill, Low Need
Skill/Need Category
Low Skill, Low Need

Experience Black
Experience White
Assistance Black

Assistance
Black
1.61
Assistance Black
.841
.419
NA

Assistance
White
2.38

Experience
Black
1.54

Assistance White
.011 **
.002**
.017**

Experience
White
1.32

Experience Black
NA
.545
.841

Low Skill, Low Need. The averages show in favor of the assistance language. However, it is only
visible through a racial perspective. The Assistance White postcard was preferred over the
Experience White Postcard (2.38 versus 1.54). However, the Assistance Black postcard was not
significandy preferred over the Experience Black postcard (1.61 versus 1.32). The Assistance White
postcard performs better than Experience Black (2.38 versus 1.54), but that is likely charged by the
race in the image rather than the language.
The nuanced preference for the Non-Diverse image for the Apply postcard is repeated here with
more force. The wider spread of averages compared to the subgroup's Apply postcard averages and
every other subgroup averages for the Visit supported show that the preference for non-diverse
images increased. The preference for the White postcard is seen in the Assistance White to
18

Assistance Black relationship (2.38 versus 1.61). For the first time the data shows a statistically
significant preference for White images over Black images in the same language subgroup. The Low
Skill variable would normally lean in favor of a Black postcard because of self-identification.
However, Low Skill students are also more likely to show explicit, negative attitudes toward minority
populations. 38 The coupling factor, lack of racial diversity in the sample, and call to action language
makes this preference more prevalent.
Table 9d. Visit Postcard- Low Skill, High Need
Assistance Black
1.62

Experience Black
Experience White
Assistance Black

Assistance White
2.05

Assistance Black
.514
.288
NA

erience Black
1.45

Assistance White
.027**
.005**
.077*

erience White
1.38

Experience Black
NA
.781
.514

Low Skill, High Need. The findings, overall, are a more muted version of Low Skill, Low Need and
High Skill, Low Need subgroups. The Spectrum Effect muddies preferences with this category as it
did in the Apply postcard.
There is a preference for assistance-based language through a subdy motivated racial perspective.
There is a split in the assistance language subgroup that shows preference for Non-Diverse images.

Financial Aid
The Financial Aid postcard was the third image shown to participants. The manipulations were
language based; the front image remained consistent. 39 Like the Apply and Visit postcard, each
postcard received a score of 0-5. Each positive adjective was worth one point. After the Visit
postcard, 56 respondents quit the survey and did not receive the Financial Aid postcard. Table 10
shows the average scores and their significance from the entire 471 sample.
Table 10. Financial Aid Postcard Averages & Significance- Aggregate
Postcard Type
Low Income
Middle Income
High Income

I

I

Low Income
Middle Income

Average Score
1.41
1.70
1.40

Low Income
NA
.151

High Income
.614
.345

Kuppens, "You don't have to be well-educated to be an aversive racist, but it helps".
39 Copies of the Financial Aid postcards are available in Appendix X.
38
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The Middle Income postcard received the highest average in the aggregate. The Low Income
postcard, however, would provide the most funding at the cheapest level, which would logically be
the most attractive package. However, none of the relationships were supported by statistically
significant relationships. The lack of preference for a'!Y postcard prompts a more thorough look at
the postcard with the assistance of Skill and Need variables.

Need and Skill
Skill/Need Cate_goty_

Low Income

Middle Income

High Income

High Skill, High Need
High Skill, Low Need
Low Skill, Low Need
Low Skill, High Need

1.37
1.49
1.93
1.52

1.81
1.67
1.59
1.71

1.84
1.64
1.77
1.67

Table 10a. Financial Aid Postcard by Language- High Skill, High Need

I
I

Low Income

Middle Income

1.37

1.81

Low Income
NA

Low Income
Middle Income

High Income
.100
.923

.117

High Skill, High Need. Ironically, those in the highest need show preference for the most restrictive
financial aid language. Middle Income receives the next highest score. Lack of statistical significance
makes these findings inconclusive.
Table 10b. Financial Aid Postcard by Language- High Skill, Low Need

I
I

Low Income

Middle Income

1.49

1.67

Low Income
NA

Low Income
Middle Income

h Income
1.64

High Income
.495
.927

.420

High Skill, Low Need Middle Income language received preference in this group. Low income and
High Income receive an almost identical score. On first appearance this seems counterproductive,
but the lack of statistical significance makes these fmdings inconclusive.

Table 10c. Financial Aid Postcard by Language- Low Skill, Low Need
Low Income

Middle Income

1.93

1.59

h Income
1.77
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Low Income

I

I

Low Income
Middle Income

NA
.163

High Income
.498
.481

Low Skill, Low Need. The Low Income postcard has the highest average for this subgroup. The
closeness of the scores indicates they did not feel particularly strong about any option. The lack of
statistical significance makes these findings inconclusive.

Table 10d. Financial Aid Postcard by Language- Low Skill, High Need
Low Income

Middle Income

1.52

1.71

Low Income

I
I

Low Income
Middle Income

NA
.310

High Income
.418
.802

Low Skill, High Need. The Middle Income postcard had the highest average for this subgroup.
Ironically, a group with High Need felt approximately the same about Low Income and High
Income. The counterintuitive findings, tepid averages, and lack of statistical significance make these
findings inconclusive.
The aggregate and all subgroups did not show a statistically significant preference for any of the
postcards. These fmding indicate that most prospective students and their family members do not
know what rype of financial aid they should be looking for, but rather financial aid broadly.

Summary of Results
Just as higher education institutions are shape-shifters that bend to meet students' needs, their
publications can be just as flexible. A "one size fits all" approach is sacrilegious to student affairs
professionals because it is the opposite of a holistic college experience. Every person's college
experience is different and the way they are recruited can reflect the diversity of experiences they will
encounter. The fmdings demonstrate existence of some subde and not so subde preferences among
postcard manipulations.
The Mixed Diversity image is stale. Prospective students and their families do not believe it is
realistic or organic. Respondents felt the images were deceiving. It consistendy received the lowest
marks of the Apply postcards because it was trying too hard. Diversity is an indicator of institution
quality, but there are consumers on the other side of the postcard that see through the smoke and
mirrors of schools fabricating an unrealistic representation of racial diversity. To lead with the best
foot forward, administrators should avoid creating overly staged photo shoots with models that do
not accurately represent the overall demography of the campus.
The call to action nature of communication encouraging students to visit is better received in
assistance-based language. A positive or negative visit experience will be a deciding factor in a
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student's decision to enroll. Schools will increase the likelihood of a student visiting if they speak in
concrete terms of what the school will offer them.
The Financial Aid postcard showed that showing types of financial aid is fruidess during the
relationship-building phase. The inconclusive findings suggest that students and their families do not
understand the difference between financial aid options. The important message to get across is that
there are financial aid options, but not go too deep into the kinds of options available. A mailer can
be too premature and create confusion. A postcard dedicated stricdy to financial aid is unnecessary
because messages of affordability can be sent through other publications.
The findings demonstrate existence of some subde and not so subde preferences among postcard
manipulations. The outcomes suggest subgroups are less selective on the racial composition with the
first contact point. With the second point of contact (or a call to action publication) they are more
selective. Table 11 suggest the most effective ways to target each Skill and Need category:

Table 11. Suggested Apply and Visit Postcards by Subgroup
Skill/Need Category

Apply Postcard

Visit Postcard

High Skill, High Need
High Skill, Low Need
Low Skill, Low Need
Low Skill, High Need

Non-Diverse or Diverse*
Diverse
Non-Diverse
Diverse

Assistance White or Assistance Black*
Assistance White
Assistance White
Assistance White

..
*postcard used 111 one category should not have the same ractal compos1t1on 111 the other

The High Skill, High Need subgroup did not express an image preference for either the Apply or
Visit postcard. However, in order to capitalize on the inverse relationship of safety and affordability,
showing one image of diversity and one image without diversity will let the school capitalize on the
benefits of both. In order to cut costs on two Visit postcards, administrators may opt to use a
Diverse Apply postcard and Assistance White postcard.
The High Skill, Low Need category did not express a significant image preference on the Apply
postcard. They did prefer a non-diverse image on the Visit postcard. In order to capitalize on the
benefit diverse images have on affordability and non-diverse images have on safety, the Apply
postcard should be Diverse and Visit postcard Assistance White.
The Low Skill, Low Need was the only subgroup that expressed image preferences for the Apply and
Visit postcard. To best fit those preferences they should receive a Non-Diverse Apply postcard and
Assistance White Visit postcard.
The Low Skill, Need category showed an image preference for the Visit postcard. To take advantage
of the benefit diverse images have on affordability and non-diverse images have on safety, they
should receive a Diverse Apply postcard and Assistance White Visit postcard.
The data and findings are a small step into the world of microtargeting with higher education
institutions. These preferences can assist higher education administrators in creating a more efficient
marketing model that will ideally result in larger recruiting classes. The next advancement in
recruiting students will be through surprisingly personal marketing material. Postcards and other
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direct mailers are typically the first point of contact with a student and, thus, the first impression.
With increased competition, larger marketplace, and more to lose, universities need an edge.

Implications of Microtargeting
Microtargeting has its benefits. However, it has its opportunity to cross ethical lines and infringe on
the integrity of the college and the college experience. The question of "just because we can, should
we?" arises. Just how much is too much?
The obvious argument is an invasion of privacy. Words like "data mining" and "analytics" have a
1984 ring to it. David Auerback described microtargeting, "Big Brother is watching you, but he's no
longer a dictator; instead, he's a desperate and persistent door-to-door salesman. Call him Big
Salesman."40 Self-disclosed public information revealed daily in online and offline actions are more
valuable for companies to amass. If all information about a person is compiled in one area, it feels
like stalking.
·
The dangers of advanced microtargeting could set up the prospective student for a letdown. This is
a similar argument to overselling diversity on publications. The pressure to customize and make it fit
everyone's wants derails its representation from reality. No school can deliver on such precise
expectations once the recruitment process is over. 41 Once schools get the student, they have to work
less to keep them than they did to get them. If they are not accountable to an individual student, are
they accountable to any students? This problem, of course, would require big data that is not yet
available to the higher education field.
Data-driven recruiting is built on a set of assumptions. Microtargeting depersonalizes the
traditionally personal recruitment process. Its philosophy rests on the belief of reactions and not
distinctive judgment or quirks of individual. 42 Marcia Baxter-Magolda describes the college
experiences as an important time for self-discovery:
The college experience inevitably calls for reconsideration of one's roles and responsibility in
the world ... To thrive in the ambiguity that characterizes contemporary adult life, collegians
need to develop self-authorship, or the internal capacity to determine their beliefs, identities,
and social relations. 43
Significant development occurs during college. Giving information to prospective students based on
interests they expressed as a high school student prepares them to get involved in similar
Auerbach, David, 'cy'ou are What you Click: On Microtargeting," The Nation, February 13,2013.
Retrieved from http:/ /www.thenation.com/ article/ 172887 /you-are-what-you-click-microtargeting#
41 Ridder, Rick, "All Politics is Customizables: The Pitfalls of Micro-Targeting," Real Clear Politics,
December 8, 2014. Retrieved from
http:/ /www.realclearpolitics.com/ articles/2014 /12/08/ all_politics_is_customizable_the_pitfalls_of
_micro-targeting_124856.htrnl
42 Brooks, David, "Death by Data," The New York Times, November 3, 2014. Retrieved from
http:/ /www.nytimes.com/2014 /11/04/ opinion/ david-brooks-death-by-data.htrnl?_r=O
43 Baxter Magolda, Marcia B., "Self-Authorship," New Directions for Higher Education 166 (2014), 2533.
40
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experiences they had during high school. In order for that development to occur, student must
expose themselves to different people and new experiences.44 Microtargeting, in a sense, may
encourage students to remain in their comfort zone. Higher Education and Student Affairs is a
student-centered field; it focuses on the individual, holistic student. The Obama campaign
microtargetted for a vote. Universities have a moral obligation to educate students inside and outside
the classroom. Once a school receives a student's vote of confidence, they are morally obligated to
continue to have a relationship with that student. The doctrines of microtargeting may violate
fundamental student affairs principles.

Further Research
Even with the limitations of this project, there are still preferences backed by statistical significance.
This project covers a broad understanding of the power microtargeting may have in higher
education marketing campaigns. There are a number of interesting leads further research could take.
Fraser University was intentionally conducted in a laboratory to examine preferences in a vacuum.
Using a school with name recognition is the link between laboratory findings and real-life
application. There is ample opportunity for a laboratory experiment to damage the integrity of an
existing institution, its name, and image during testing. Before a step is taken into practical use, more
research must be done.
A larger sample size is necessary to give microtargeting its best opportunity for efficiency. A more
diverse, national sample would allow the researcher to test many more factors at a more specific
level that play a part in a prospective student's college decision-making processes. This research only
used Skill and Need self-reported information. Other social identifiers to take into consideration
could be gender, religious affiliation, sexual orientation, age, first generation status, political ideology,
etc. Additional information can be accessed through Census data and public voting records to get a
further grasp one regional, state, county, and community preferences. This information is more
likely to be captured in a larger sample. A further refined model could help prospective students
make informed decisions with even more information that is important to them.
Fraser University was marketed as a regional school although it was not explicit. This enviably
prompted bias for the quality and type of education Fraser University could give. This bias may have
skewed results for better or worse. Creating a project that embodied a Big 10, liberal arts, historically
black college, private, or for-profit school will likely yield different results since they appeal to
different types of populations.
The research could also take on different surveying methods. The sequence of publications can be
manipulated. This study opted for Apply, Visit, Financial Aid, then Honors College. The order
publications are received may also play a factor in first impressions. The type of publication used
could also be tweaked. The postcards in this study provided a quick look at Fraser University.
Publications with more substance, depth, and physical dimensions will likely prompt a different
conversation. Combining the two factors, different timing and type, is also worth further review.

44

Baxter Magolda, "Self-Authorship".
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Appendix B - Visit Postcard
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hear it from the students!
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AppendLx C - Financial Aid
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